
The Shibuya icon ranks among the busiest pedestrian crossings on Earth.                                                                                                        
Scramble Crossing 3-B

005 Wait longingly 
for someone
Faithful mutt Hachiko’s likeness remains 
one of Shibuya’s most popular meeting 
spots.                                  Hachiko Square 3-B

Sightseeing

007 Wolf down a fruit parfait
Established in 1936, Nishimura serves 
up delectable seasonal parfaits on the 
second floor.           Nishimura Fruits Parlour 3-B

Café

003 Stop and stare
Lost for decades, Taro Okamoto’s 
30m-long, nuclear-themed mural 
was recovered and in 2008 moved 
to a new home: the concourse inside 
Shibuya Station.      ‘The Myth of Tomorrow’ 3-B

Art

006 Calm down over coffee
When tiredness strikes after a long 
day of sightseeing, head for this airy 
and spacious café above the Scramble 
Crossing.                                Estacion Café 3-B

Café

009 Booze your way 
around a famous alley
‘Drunkard’s Alley’ is lined with some 
of the tiniest bars in Tokyo.

Nonbei Yokocho 3-B

Bar

008 Opt for an old-school 
cuppa
Take a break from Shibuya’s 21st-century 
bustle at this time-warp of a café, which 
serves siphon coffee and retro eats like 
oysters on toast.                                 Top 3-B

Café

010 Climb an artsy staircase
Magnet is more than just a great Scramble 
Crossing viewpoint: its eight-storey 
stairwell and rooftop space are dotted with 
artworks courtesy of notable names both 
Japanese and foreign.

Magnet by Shibuya 109 3-B

Art

One of Tokyo’s greatest green spaces also hosts many of the capital’s larger festivals.                                                                                                        
Yoyogi Park 1-B

019 Hang out, Oslo style
This Norwegian favourite serves top-notch 
coffee by day and classy cocktails at night. 

Fuglen 1-A

Café

015 Appreciate eclectic film
Indie cinema Uplink shows a fascinating 
mix of movies.                                  Uplink 2-A

Entertainment

016 Eat up or else
The teishoku set meals are the draw at 
this no-frills seafood eatery. Seconds of 
rice are free, but not finishing your meal 
may lead to a fine.                        Uoriki 2-A

Restaurant

017 Get your fromage fix
Housemade mozzarella and ricotta occupy 
pride of place at this cheesy eatery, which 
also does a nice line in sandwiches. 

Shibuya Cheese Stand 2-A

Restaurant

012 Unwind at 
a dapper café
From the tiled roof to the chic brewing 
equipment, Beasty goes the extra mile 
to make sure your coffee break is a 
stylish one. Free wi-fi and electrical 
outlets available.                   Beasty Coffee 2-A

Café

020 Dress like the 
fashionistas of old
A small but spunky vintage dealer, Milli is 
run by a former fashion PR pro and does 
a tightly curated line of womenswear 
procured mainly from the US of A.  

Milli Vintage 1-A

Shopping

022 Peruse a few novelty 
knickknacks
When people say Tokyu Hands sells 
everything, they’re exaggerating – but only 
a little.                      Tokyu Hands Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

023 Catch up with the times
More than just a hotel, Koe also houses a 
restaurant, lounge and shop stocking the 
latest in Tokyo-born fashion and lifestyle 
essentials.                      Hotel Koe Tokyo 2-B

Accommodation

025 Eat modern French 
masterpieces
Bistro Rojiura is wonderfully casual – 
especially considering it’s been listed in 
the Michelin Guide for six years straight.

Bistro Rojiura 2-B

Restaurant

027 Go on a vintage hunt
It’s lucky the name is stencilled over the 
entrance; otherwise you might mistake this 
vintage store for a private apartment.                   

Boy 3-B

Shopping

026 Attend a cinematic 
concert
The tiered floor is a dead giveaway: 
gig spot WWW used to be an arthouse 
cinema.                                       WWW 3-B

Music

028 Find beauty in 
simplicity
World-famous ‘no-brand’ brand Muji’s 
Shibuya outpost stocks everything from 
home accessories to food and clothing; 
check out the in-store café too.       Muji 3-B

Shopping

024 Lounge under the 
open sky
An oasis of street eats, punchy drinks 
and city views, this rooftop cluster of 
eateries is the brainchild of the capable 
folks behind Omotesando’s much-loved 
pop-up repository of the same name.

Commune 3-B

Restaurant

014 Browse books until 
midnight
The staff at this ultra-hip, open-late 
bookshop are more interested in 
encouraging new discoveries than hawking 
the latest bestseller.

Shibuya Publishing & Booksellers 2-A

Shopping

013 Partake in the delights 
of pottery
Tableware brand Marumitsu Poterie’s café 
serves up treats on uber-cute plates.

Meals 1-A

Restaurant

An immense presence on the Shibuya culture scene since the ’70s, fashion megastore 
Parco recently reopened in new and much-improved form.                                Shibuya Parco 3-B

029 Make friends with Mario
Japan’s first official Nintendo store entices 
with Mario and Zelda merchandise and 
free-to-play consoles loaded with the 
iconic game-maker’s latest releases. 
The collaborative ‘Super Mario meets 
Pokémon’ goodies are also worth a look.                  

Nintendo Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

A scruffy inner-city hangout turned urban oasis, Miyashita Park now occupies the rooftop of 
a three-storey, 330m-long shopping centre. The familiar skatepark and climbing wall have 
both been upgraded, too. Note: opening date TBC.                                      Miyashita Park 2-B

032 Stock up on sounds
Shibuya’s Tower Records is the world’s 
largest music store, carrying releases from 
practically every genre out there.              

Tower Records Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

033 Savour exquisite cocktails
An entrant on the 2019 World’s 50 Best 
Bars list, this two-storey watering hole 
specialises in blending the cocktail styles 
of Japan, New York and the Caribbean.                               

The SG Club 2-B

Bar

034 Skate or die
This streetwear boutique brings a whiff of 
West Coast skater culture to Harajuku.                            

FTC Tokyo 2-C

Shopping

035 Build up your street cred
LA sneaker shop Undefeated invites you to 
browse through two floors of streetwear, 
including a selection of rare finds and 
brand collabs.            Undefeated Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

036 Enter a fashion fantasy
A treasure trove for fans of designer 
brands such as Comme des Garçons, 
Archive Store displays its wares as 
if in a museum.                   Archive Store 2-B

Shopping

037 Acquaint yourself with 
lesser-known brands
Specialising in menswear, Time is on does 
a great job of highlighting minor non-
Japanese brands.                   Time is on 2-B

Shopping

038 Upgrade your wardrobe
Need a unique outfit? The American-tinged 
selection at this vintage shop is both 
expertly curated and bound to inspire.

Oz Vintage 2-C

Shopping

039 Save the world in style
Sustainable fashion is winning inroads in 
Tokyo, as evidenced by the popularity of 
this upcycling, eco-friendly, Spanish-born 
boutique.                              Ecoalf Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

Named for the ramp circling the open space inside, Spiral houses an excellent gallery, plus a 
café, restaurant, gift shop and multipurpose hall.                                                   Spiral 2-D

043 Munch on vegan curry
Offering a daily special and nothing 
else, Have More Curry is a saving grace 
when you’re craving gluten-free, vegan 
goodness.                      Have More Curry 2-D

Restaurant

044 Procure cutting-edge 
clothing
An essential destination for in-the-
know fashionistas, this shop boasts an 
unfailingly forward-looking selection, 
showcasing high-concept clothing by up-
and-coming Japanese designers. 

House @ Mikiri Hassin 2-C

Shopping

045 Wake up for a hearty 
breakfast
Open from 8am daily, Crisscross serves 
up french toast, pancakes, housemade 
granola and free coffee refills.   

Crisscross 2-D

Café

046 Spice up your late-night 
adventures
Tama stays open until 3am and attracts 
tired drinkers with a wholesome menu of 
spicy Okinawan-Chinese delicacies. And 
yes, there’s booze too.

Ryukyu Chinese Tama 3-D

Restaurant

047 Drink coffee in a mansion
A pleasantly quiet old-school coffee shop, 
Tsuta specialises in Brazilian Santos 
No. 2 beans.                        Tsuta Coffee 3-D

Café

048 Immerse yourself in 
cutting-edge Tokyo culture
All about highlighting up-and-coming 
artists, Rocket is known for the diversity 
of its events, which range from edgy 
exhibitions to fashion pop-ups.     

Omotesando Rocket 1-D

Art

050 Dine out Aoyama style
The spacious outdoor terrace is a major 
draw at this fifth-floor bar and restaurant, 
which does great steaks and seafood and 
boasts a seriously impressive wine list. 

Two Rooms 2-D

Bar

052 Wear a wild piece of art
Ever innovative, Offshore Tokyo is a worthy 
destination especially for friends of edgy 
clothing and offbeat pop-ups.                          

Offshore Tokyo 1-D

Shopping

051 Choose an artsy 
cup of coffee
lndie roasters from all over Japan compete 
to have their beans featured at The Local, 
where you can also shop for stylish merch 
designed by a diverse bunch of creatives.  

The Local Coffee Stand 3-C

Café

049 Commit to thoughtful 
gift-giving
Veteran stylist Mana Kawai’s hyper-curated 
gift shop is the ideal place for picking out 
the perfect souvenir.                              

Gift Concierge Futo Minami-Aoyama 3-D

Shopping

This colossal tower is the tallest structure in Shibuya and has a rooftop observation deck 
that offers an unbeatable view of the Scramble Crossing.              Shibuya Scramble Square 3-B

061 Swing to the indie beat
Eclectic underground haven Zubar is a 
favourite of many local musicians and DJs.                                       

Zubar 4-B

Music

062 Read between the wines
Flick through the archival art books while 
enjoying a glass of wine at the four-seat 
bar space in this artsy bookstore.                         

Flying Books 4-B

Shopping

055 Visit the site where 
Shibuya got its name
Konno Hachimangu was once the site of 
the household believed to give the area its 
name: the Shibuya family.                

Konno Hachimangu Shrine 4-C

Sightseeing

057 Appreciate a culinary 
cornerstone
Dried and smoked skipjack tuna flakes 
(katsuobushi) is an essential ingredient of 
Japanese cuisine – a fact you’ll taste at 
this singular eatery.          Katsuo Shokudo 4-C

Restaurant

060 Peer into the future... 
of art
This alternative art space is making waves 
with its certifiably quirky displays. 

Nanzuka 3-C

Art

058 Enthuse over paella
This Barcelona-born seafood joint’s flavour-
packed paellas are best paired with a 
glass of cava.                 Xiringuito Escribà 4-C

Restaurant

054 Munch on Michelin-grade 
pastries
The mouthwatering baked treats at this 
underground shop are the result of a 
fruitful collab with Michelin-starred chef 
Shinsuke Ishii.                                   Puffz 3-C

Takeaway

The once seedy Hyakkendana has morphed into a fascinating mix of old-style and new and 
trendy bars, shops and eateries.                                                      Shibuya Hyakkendana 3-B

064 Sip your way back in time
A bar on the ground floor and an udon 
noodle joint upstairs, this bipolar watering 
hole feels like a throwback to Tokyo’s good 
old days.                       Nagasaki/Mansai 3-B

Bar

065 Warm up with heavenly 
chicken soup
You’d never guess, but some of the best 
mizutaki (chicken hot pot) in Tokyo is 
served here, right in between two ‘love 
hotels’.                           Mizutaki Hatano 3-A

Restaurant

066 Turn up 
the volume
A music café that also hosts the 
occasional gig, B.Y.G. is a local institution 
where the soundtrack consists of classic 
rock and very little else.                   B.Y.G 3-B

Bar

067 Party hardy
Among the highest-rated clubs in 
town, Contact caters to the city’s more 
discerning friends of electronic tunes.            

Contact 3-B

Music

091 Score a sweet souvenir
On the hunt for a sweet gift? Try the 
natural caramel from Number Sugar, made 
without any artificial colouring.                         

Number Sugar 1-C

Shopping

092 Spot a strange toilet
Fashion hub Laforet deserves a visit 
simply for its third-floor toilets, which were 
redesigned by artist Ran Tondabayashi 
in 2019.                         Laforet Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

097 Enjoy refined French 
flavours
Haute cuisine wizard Yuki Noda relies 
heavily on Japanese ingredients for 
his modern French dishes, and his 
five-course dinners are priced at 
a reasonable ¥5,200.           Kiki Harajuku 1-C

Restaurant

094 Dig into an indulgent 

dessert
This parfait shop’s decadent servings of 
fresh fruit and soft serve ice cream once 
sparked a nationwide craze.           

Initial Omotesando 2-C

Café

096 Try macrobiotic fare
Hanada Rosso focuses on brown rice and 
vegetables, conjuring up bespoke portions 
free of refined sugar and additives.                          

Hanada Rosso 1-C

Restaurant

093 Traverse a beauty bazaar
There aren’t many places on the planet 
with makeup and fragrance selections 
as plentiful as those of this cosmetics 
superstore.                       @Cosme Tokyo 1-C

Shopping

100 Hunt for thrifty yet 
stylish fashion
Fashionistas in search of unusual styles 
won’t be disappointed by this secondhand 
shop run by designer Yasuko Furuta’s Toga 
brand, where the focus is on European 
clothes, shoes and accessories.

Toga XTC Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

098 Fill your wardrobe with 
unique pieces 
Dealing mainly in domestic brands such 
as Mina Perhonen and Sina Suien, this 
boutique aims to promote ‘ethical and 
beautiful’ lifestyles.           Lamp Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

099 Ponder the cosmos 
through a flour ring
On the hunt for an Instagram-friendly 
dessert? Dumbo’s epic Galaxy doughnuts 
fit the bill.   
Dumbo Doughnuts and Coffee @Galaxy Harajuku 1-C

Café

One of Tokyo’s top gig spots, Liquidroom houses our very own Time Out Café & Diner upstairs.                                   
Liquidroom 4-D

101 Add some jazz to your life
Over 800 different albums await jazz 
aficionados at this singularly focused 
record café, tucked away in an ivy-covered 
abode where you can sip coffee or tea 
while taking in the tunes.          Jazz Union 1-C

Café

081 Pick out a fashionable 
bento
Plastic food samples dangle from clothes 
hangers all around as you dig into your 
boxed lunch.                Tokyo Bento Stand 4-D

Restaurant

082 Greet the resident kitty
Sexy cat-shopkeeper Robin’s joint 
specialises in domestic craft beer and 
delicious ‘omu-curry’ (a mashup of 
Japanese curry and omelette over rice).

Tokyo Robin 4-D

Restaurant

087 Discover the next 
big thing
Gallery, bar, publishing house – Daitokai 
plays many roles, but is all about 
providing a space for up-and-coming 
creatives to display their work.   

Daitokai 4-D

Bar

088 Drink yourself better
Journey into the wonderful world of 
Southeast Asian cuisine and herbal booze 
at Igao, which also hosts DJ parties and 
art exhibitions.                                   Igao 4-D

Bar

084 Dig for artsy tomes
Arguably the city’s best-stocked art 
bookshop, Nadiff A/p/a/r/t also offers a 
selection of prints and a plentiful variety 
of zines.                             Nadiff A/p/a/r/t 4-D

Shopping

085 Soak in historic 
surrounds
This century-old public bathhouse 
received a beautifully executed makeover 
in 2018. Tattoos allowed.          Kairyo-yu 4-D

Leisure 089 Rhapsodise about ramen
A truly great dish is often exceedingly 
simple, as is the case with Ohzeki’s 
additive-free niboshi soba – an honest 
bowl of shoyu ramen packed with the 
flavour of dried baby sardines.

Ohzeki Chuka-Soba Restaurant 4-D

Restaurant

083 Slurp up cosmopolitan pho
Chef Andrew Le blends Vietnamese 
flavours with French 
techniques and 
Hawaiian 
influences at 
the Honolulu-
born The Pig & 
The Lady, which 
opened this 
Shibuya outpost 
late last year. 
                                               The Pig & The Lady 4-D

Restaurant

086 Relish boozy brews
Forget matcha lattes – this little backstreet 
shop serves up punchy tea cocktails such 
as a beni hojicha amaretto and a green tea 
and Kinmiya shochu highbal.                        

Tea Bucks 4-D

Café

SPONSORED VENUE

095 Customise your kicks
Converse’s White Atelier carries the 
iconic sneaker brand’s seasonal 
items and lets you deck out a pair 
of all-white, limited-edition All Stars 
with designs and patterns created 
by popular artists. The in-store 
workshops are led by an international 
cast of creatives.

White Atelier By Converse 2-C

Shopping

SPONSORED VENUE

073 Dance through 
the night
Want to party in style? Book one 
of the ‘VVIP’ tables overlooking the 
main floor of mighty megaclub Womb, 
which had a full-scale overhaul in 
2016, adding even-better sound 
systems, LED screens, and more. It’s 
the ultimate way to claim the Shibuya 
night all for yourself.               Womb 3-A

Music

079 Expand your record 
collection
This atmospheric record store carries both 
new and secondhand vinyl and focuses on 
genres such as house and disco.                      

Lighthouse Records 3-B

Shopping

068 Warm up your insides
Oden – tofu, fish cakes and more, 
simmered in dashi broth – is the ultimate 
cold-weather comfort food, and Hide’s 
version is a local culinary treasure.                        

Oden Kappo Hide 4-A

Restaurant

076 Dive into a delicious cave
A comfy local hideout, the basement-like 
Sta. invites you to nibble on healthy eats 
and sip quality cocktails by the counter.                                    

Sta. 3-A

Restaurant

075 Source the latest travel 
tips over a drink
Pick up maps and insider tips while sipping 
on artisanal coffee or a cocktail at this 
tourist-friendly café-bar.                    Shot 3-B

Café

074 Order a T-shirt with your 
cocktail
Shibuya nightlife impresario Ryuzo’s latest 
hybrid venture is a laidback coffee shop 
during the day and a bar at night, but the 
joint’s quirky merch can be purchased 
whatever the hour.    

Bloody Angle Dougen Tong 3-B

Bar

072 Jam along at a casual 
music bar
Expect a smooth sound experience and a 
wide range of genres.    Record Bar Analog 3-A

Bar

071 Sway to smooth tunes
Local up-and-comers spin everything from 
disco to ambient while you sip on vintage 
domestic whisky and natural wine at what 
must be one of Tokyo’s comfiest DJ bars.  

Mitsuki 4-A

Music

070 Rock out with the 
in crowd
This small basement bar collects hipsters 
and music aficionados in equal measure.                            

Beatcafe 3-A

Music

078 Start the night at 
Mikkeller
The comfy Shibuya outpost of Denmark’s 
world-conquering craft brewery.                          

Mikkeller Tokyo 3-A

Bar

077 Learn how to drink in 
good company
Not your average hostess bar, Yawaragi 
offers a friendly introduction to Japanese 
‘snack’ culture – at very reasonable 
prices to boot.                  Snack Yawaragi 3-A

Bar
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040 Take a breather in the 
backstreets
A casual tea room and a gallery/event 
space on the inside, food trucks hawking 
curry and bánh mì outside by a dainty lawn 
– Jinnan House feels like a hip oasis in the 
concrete jungle.                  Jinnan House 2-B

Restaurant

SPONSORED VENUE

041 Score some pop-
cultural street attire
Converse’s newest apparel line 
debuted in 2019 and has made a 
splash with its casualwear and items 
featuring familiar anime characters. 
Keep an eye out for the Shibuya 
specials, too. Opening in late 2020. 

Converse Stars 3-B

Shopping

002 Treat your ears 
(and your wallet)
Audio aficionados will appreciate the 
top-grade sound system, while laymen will 
relish the reasonably priced drinks at this 
shiny DJ bar.                       DJ Bar Bridge 3-B

Music

001 Brave 
the scramble

Sightseeing 011 While away 
the hours in an
urban forest

Leisure

063 See another 
side of Shibuya

Sightseeing

031 Run around in 
a rooftop park

Leisure

053 Shoot the 
Scramble from above

Sightseeing 080 Listen to 
the Liquid

Music

021 Shop your 
way through
a reborn icon

Shopping

042 Get artsy
Art

SPONSORED VENUE

059 Rock the latest 
Tokyo trends
Converse Tokyo, sneaker champions 
Converse’s high-end fashion line, 
features capsule collections designed 
by leading local creatives that 
incorporate cutting-edge Japanese 
craftsmanship. This is where to get 
your made-in-Japan sneakers and on-
trend apparel.              Converse Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

018 Give the gift of socks
Stylish, comfy and durable, the made-in-
Japan legwear by designer Aya Agaoka 
makes for the ideal present, so be sure 
to ask for gift wrapping. Check their 
Instagram for detailed opening hours.

Ayamé Socks 1-A

Shopping

030 Further your curry 
education
Tokyo’s curry 
fiends 
have long 
spoken 
highly of 
Kenick, 
a small-
scale, formerly 
pop-up purveyor of 
simply heavenly pork keema curry, which 
finally opened a permanent location in 
March this year.

Kenick Curry 3-B

Restaurant

056 Sip seasonal cocktails
Award-winning 
bartender Shinobu 
Ishigaki 
makes use 
of an array of 
fresh fruit and 
vegetables for 
his mixtures.  

Bar Ishinohana 4-C

Bar

069 Sign up for 
secret stew
You’ll need a booking to taste Sonotori’s 
famous oden stew at night, but it’s worth 
the effort – trust us.

Sonotori / Kantan na Yume 3-A

Restaurant

004 Seek out a 
banana boost
Stop by Nonbei Yokocho 
(‘Drunkard’s Alley’) in 
daytime for a cup of 
customisable 
sugar-free 
banana juice, 
courtesy of this 
quirky pop-up 
dealer that 
offers toppings 
such as açaí and 
protein powder.

Banana Woman 3-B

Takeaway

090 Explore 
a new landmark

Shopping
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transformation meant the end 
of the much-loved wooden 
station building, but brought 
us this 10-storey multi-use 
complex instead. Don’t miss 
the views of Meiji Jingu from 
the eighth-floor restaurant.     

With Harajuku 1-C
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The Shibuya icon ranks among the busiest pedestrian crossings on Earth.                                                                                                        
Scramble Crossing 3-B

005 Wait longingly 
for someone
Faithful mutt Hachiko’s likeness remains 
one of Shibuya’s most popular meeting 
spots.                                  Hachiko Square 3-B

Sightseeing

007 Wolf down a fruit parfait
Established in 1936, Nishimura serves 
up delectable seasonal parfaits on the 
second floor.           Nishimura Fruits Parlour 3-B

Café

003 Stop and stare
Lost for decades, Taro Okamoto’s 
30m-long, nuclear-themed mural 
was recovered and in 2008 moved 
to a new home: the concourse inside 
Shibuya Station.      ‘The Myth of Tomorrow’ 3-B

Art

006 Calm down over coffee
When tiredness strikes after a long 
day of sightseeing, head for this airy 
and spacious café above the Scramble 
Crossing.                                Estacion Café 3-B

Café

009 Booze your way 
around a famous alley
‘Drunkard’s Alley’ is lined with some 
of the tiniest bars in Tokyo.

Nonbei Yokocho 3-B

Bar

008 Opt for an old-school 
cuppa
Take a break from Shibuya’s 21st-century 
bustle at this time-warp of a café, which 
serves siphon coffee and retro eats like 
oysters on toast.                                 Top 3-B

Café

010 Climb an artsy staircase
Magnet is more than just a great Scramble 
Crossing viewpoint: its eight-storey 
stairwell and rooftop space are dotted with 
artworks courtesy of notable names both 
Japanese and foreign.

Magnet by Shibuya 109 3-B

Art

One of Tokyo’s greatest green spaces also hosts many of the capital’s larger festivals.                                                                                                        
Yoyogi Park 1-B

019 Hang out, Oslo style
This Norwegian favourite serves top-notch 
coffee by day and classy cocktails at night. 

Fuglen 1-A

Café

015 Appreciate eclectic film
Indie cinema Uplink shows a fascinating 
mix of movies.                                  Uplink 2-A

Entertainment

016 Eat up or else
The teishoku set meals are the draw at 
this no-frills seafood eatery. Seconds of 
rice are free, but not finishing your meal 
may lead to a fine.                        Uoriki 2-A

Restaurant

017 Get your fromage fix
Housemade mozzarella and ricotta occupy 
pride of place at this cheesy eatery, which 
also does a nice line in sandwiches. 

Shibuya Cheese Stand 2-A

Restaurant

012 Unwind at 
a dapper café
From the tiled roof to the chic brewing 
equipment, Beasty goes the extra mile 
to make sure your coffee break is a 
stylish one. Free wi-fi and electrical 
outlets available.                   Beasty Coffee 2-A

Café

020 Dress like the 
fashionistas of old
A small but spunky vintage dealer, Milli is 
run by a former fashion PR pro and does 
a tightly curated line of womenswear 
procured mainly from the US of A.  

Milli Vintage 1-A

Shopping

022 Peruse a few novelty 
knickknacks
When people say Tokyu Hands sells 
everything, they’re exaggerating – but only 
a little.                      Tokyu Hands Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

023 Catch up with the times
More than just a hotel, Koe also houses a 
restaurant, lounge and shop stocking the 
latest in Tokyo-born fashion and lifestyle 
essentials.                      Hotel Koe Tokyo 2-B

Accommodation

025 Eat modern French 
masterpieces
Bistro Rojiura is wonderfully casual – 
especially considering it’s been listed in 
the Michelin Guide for six years straight.

Bistro Rojiura 2-B

Restaurant

027 Go on a vintage hunt
It’s lucky the name is stencilled over the 
entrance; otherwise you might mistake this 
vintage store for a private apartment.                   

Boy 3-B

Shopping

026 Attend a cinematic 
concert
The tiered floor is a dead giveaway: 
gig spot WWW used to be an arthouse 
cinema.                                       WWW 3-B

Music

028 Find beauty in 
simplicity
World-famous ‘no-brand’ brand Muji’s 
Shibuya outpost stocks everything from 
home accessories to food and clothing; 
check out the in-store café too.       Muji 3-B

Shopping

024 Lounge under the 
open sky
An oasis of street eats, punchy drinks 
and city views, this rooftop cluster of 
eateries is the brainchild of the capable 
folks behind Omotesando’s much-loved 
pop-up repository of the same name.

Commune 3-B

Restaurant

014 Browse books until 
midnight
The staff at this ultra-hip, open-late 
bookshop are more interested in 
encouraging new discoveries than hawking 
the latest bestseller.

Shibuya Publishing & Booksellers 2-A

Shopping

013 Partake in the delights 
of pottery
Tableware brand Marumitsu Poterie’s café 
serves up treats on uber-cute plates.

Meals 1-A

Restaurant

An immense presence on the Shibuya culture scene since the ’70s, fashion megastore 
Parco recently reopened in new and much-improved form.                                Shibuya Parco 3-B

029 Make friends with Mario
Japan’s first official Nintendo store entices 
with Mario and Zelda merchandise and 
free-to-play consoles loaded with the 
iconic game-maker’s latest releases. 
The collaborative ‘Super Mario meets 
Pokémon’ goodies are also worth a look.                  

Nintendo Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

A scruffy inner-city hangout turned urban oasis, Miyashita Park now occupies the rooftop of 
a three-storey, 330m-long shopping centre. The familiar skatepark and climbing wall have 
both been upgraded, too. Note: opening date TBC.                                      Miyashita Park 2-B

032 Stock up on sounds
Shibuya’s Tower Records is the world’s 
largest music store, carrying releases from 
practically every genre out there.              

Tower Records Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

033 Savour exquisite cocktails
An entrant on the 2019 World’s 50 Best 
Bars list, this two-storey watering hole 
specialises in blending the cocktail styles 
of Japan, New York and the Caribbean.                               

The SG Club 2-B

Bar

034 Skate or die
This streetwear boutique brings a whiff of 
West Coast skater culture to Harajuku.                            

FTC Tokyo 2-C

Shopping

035 Build up your street cred
LA sneaker shop Undefeated invites you to 
browse through two floors of streetwear, 
including a selection of rare finds and 
brand collabs.            Undefeated Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

036 Enter a fashion fantasy
A treasure trove for fans of designer 
brands such as Comme des Garçons, 
Archive Store displays its wares as 
if in a museum.                   Archive Store 2-B

Shopping

037 Acquaint yourself with 
lesser-known brands
Specialising in menswear, Time is on does 
a great job of highlighting minor non-
Japanese brands.                   Time is on 2-B

Shopping

038 Upgrade your wardrobe
Need a unique outfit? The American-tinged 
selection at this vintage shop is both 
expertly curated and bound to inspire.

Oz Vintage 2-C

Shopping

039 Save the world in style
Sustainable fashion is winning inroads in 
Tokyo, as evidenced by the popularity of 
this upcycling, eco-friendly, Spanish-born 
boutique.                              Ecoalf Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

Named for the ramp circling the open space inside, Spiral houses an excellent gallery, plus a 
café, restaurant, gift shop and multipurpose hall.                                                   Spiral 2-D

043 Munch on vegan curry
Offering a daily special and nothing 
else, Have More Curry is a saving grace 
when you’re craving gluten-free, vegan 
goodness.                      Have More Curry 2-D

Restaurant

044 Procure cutting-edge 
clothing
An essential destination for in-the-
know fashionistas, this shop boasts an 
unfailingly forward-looking selection, 
showcasing high-concept clothing by up-
and-coming Japanese designers. 

House @ Mikiri Hassin 2-C

Shopping

045 Wake up for a hearty 
breakfast
Open from 8am daily, Crisscross serves 
up french toast, pancakes, housemade 
granola and free coffee refills.   

Crisscross 2-D

Café

046 Spice up your late-night 
adventures
Tama stays open until 3am and attracts 
tired drinkers with a wholesome menu of 
spicy Okinawan-Chinese delicacies. And 
yes, there’s booze too.

Ryukyu Chinese Tama 3-D

Restaurant

047 Drink coffee in a mansion
A pleasantly quiet old-school coffee shop, 
Tsuta specialises in Brazilian Santos 
No. 2 beans.                        Tsuta Coffee 3-D

Café

048 Immerse yourself in 
cutting-edge Tokyo culture
All about highlighting up-and-coming 
artists, Rocket is known for the diversity 
of its events, which range from edgy 
exhibitions to fashion pop-ups.     

Omotesando Rocket 1-D

Art

050 Dine out Aoyama style
The spacious outdoor terrace is a major 
draw at this fifth-floor bar and restaurant, 
which does great steaks and seafood and 
boasts a seriously impressive wine list. 

Two Rooms 2-D

Bar

052 Wear a wild piece of art
Ever innovative, Offshore Tokyo is a worthy 
destination especially for friends of edgy 
clothing and offbeat pop-ups.                          

Offshore Tokyo 1-D

Shopping

051 Choose an artsy 
cup of coffee
lndie roasters from all over Japan compete 
to have their beans featured at The Local, 
where you can also shop for stylish merch 
designed by a diverse bunch of creatives.  

The Local Coffee Stand 3-C

Café

049 Commit to thoughtful 
gift-giving
Veteran stylist Mana Kawai’s hyper-curated 
gift shop is the ideal place for picking out 
the perfect souvenir.                              

Gift Concierge Futo Minami-Aoyama 3-D

Shopping

This colossal tower is the tallest structure in Shibuya and has a rooftop observation deck 
that offers an unbeatable view of the Scramble Crossing.              Shibuya Scramble Square 3-B

061 Swing to the indie beat
Eclectic underground haven Zubar is a 
favourite of many local musicians and DJs.                                       

Zubar 4-B

Music

062 Read between the wines
Flick through the archival art books while 
enjoying a glass of wine at the four-seat 
bar space in this artsy bookstore.                         

Flying Books 4-B

Shopping

055 Visit the site where 
Shibuya got its name
Konno Hachimangu was once the site of 
the household believed to give the area its 
name: the Shibuya family.                

Konno Hachimangu Shrine 4-C

Sightseeing

057 Appreciate a culinary 
cornerstone
Dried and smoked skipjack tuna flakes 
(katsuobushi) is an essential ingredient of 
Japanese cuisine – a fact you’ll taste at 
this singular eatery.          Katsuo Shokudo 4-C

Restaurant

060 Peer into the future... 
of art
This alternative art space is making waves 
with its certifiably quirky displays. 

Nanzuka 3-C

Art

058 Enthuse over paella
This Barcelona-born seafood joint’s flavour-
packed paellas are best paired with a 
glass of cava.                 Xiringuito Escribà 4-C

Restaurant

054 Munch on Michelin-grade 
pastries
The mouthwatering baked treats at this 
underground shop are the result of a 
fruitful collab with Michelin-starred chef 
Shinsuke Ishii.                                   Puffz 3-C

Takeaway

The once seedy Hyakkendana has morphed into a fascinating mix of old-style and new and 
trendy bars, shops and eateries.                                                      Shibuya Hyakkendana 3-B

064 Sip your way back in time
A bar on the ground floor and an udon 
noodle joint upstairs, this bipolar watering 
hole feels like a throwback to Tokyo’s good 
old days.                       Nagasaki/Mansai 3-B

Bar

065 Warm up with heavenly 
chicken soup
You’d never guess, but some of the best 
mizutaki (chicken hot pot) in Tokyo is 
served here, right in between two ‘love 
hotels’.                           Mizutaki Hatano 3-A

Restaurant

066 Turn up 
the volume
A music café that also hosts the 
occasional gig, B.Y.G. is a local institution 
where the soundtrack consists of classic 
rock and very little else.                   B.Y.G 3-B

Bar

067 Party hardy
Among the highest-rated clubs in 
town, Contact caters to the city’s more 
discerning friends of electronic tunes.            

Contact 3-B

Music

091 Score a sweet souvenir
On the hunt for a sweet gift? Try the 
natural caramel from Number Sugar, made 
without any artificial colouring.                         

Number Sugar 1-C

Shopping

092 Spot a strange toilet
Fashion hub Laforet deserves a visit 
simply for its third-floor toilets, which were 
redesigned by artist Ran Tondabayashi 
in 2019.                         Laforet Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

097 Enjoy refined French 
flavours
Haute cuisine wizard Yuki Noda relies 
heavily on Japanese ingredients for 
his modern French dishes, and his 
five-course dinners are priced at 
a reasonable ¥5,200.           Kiki Harajuku 1-C

Restaurant

094 Dig into an indulgent 

dessert
This parfait shop’s decadent servings of 
fresh fruit and soft serve ice cream once 
sparked a nationwide craze.           

Initial Omotesando 2-C

Café

096 Try macrobiotic fare
Hanada Rosso focuses on brown rice and 
vegetables, conjuring up bespoke portions 
free of refined sugar and additives.                          

Hanada Rosso 1-C

Restaurant

093 Traverse a beauty bazaar
There aren’t many places on the planet 
with makeup and fragrance selections 
as plentiful as those of this cosmetics 
superstore.                       @Cosme Tokyo 1-C

Shopping

100 Hunt for thrifty yet 
stylish fashion
Fashionistas in search of unusual styles 
won’t be disappointed by this secondhand 
shop run by designer Yasuko Furuta’s Toga 
brand, where the focus is on European 
clothes, shoes and accessories.

Toga XTC Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

098 Fill your wardrobe with 
unique pieces 
Dealing mainly in domestic brands such 
as Mina Perhonen and Sina Suien, this 
boutique aims to promote ‘ethical and 
beautiful’ lifestyles.           Lamp Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

099 Ponder the cosmos 
through a flour ring
On the hunt for an Instagram-friendly 
dessert? Dumbo’s epic Galaxy doughnuts 
fit the bill.   
Dumbo Doughnuts and Coffee @Galaxy Harajuku 1-C

Café

One of Tokyo’s top gig spots, Liquidroom houses our very own Time Out Café & Diner upstairs.                                   
Liquidroom 4-D

101 Add some jazz to your life
Over 800 different albums await jazz 
aficionados at this singularly focused 
record café, tucked away in an ivy-covered 
abode where you can sip coffee or tea 
while taking in the tunes.          Jazz Union 1-C

Café

081 Pick out a fashionable 
bento
Plastic food samples dangle from clothes 
hangers all around as you dig into your 
boxed lunch.                Tokyo Bento Stand 4-D

Restaurant

082 Greet the resident kitty
Sexy cat-shopkeeper Robin’s joint 
specialises in domestic craft beer and 
delicious ‘omu-curry’ (a mashup of 
Japanese curry and omelette over rice).

Tokyo Robin 4-D

Restaurant

087 Discover the next 
big thing
Gallery, bar, publishing house – Daitokai 
plays many roles, but is all about 
providing a space for up-and-coming 
creatives to display their work.   

Daitokai 4-D

Bar

088 Drink yourself better
Journey into the wonderful world of 
Southeast Asian cuisine and herbal booze 
at Igao, which also hosts DJ parties and 
art exhibitions.                                   Igao 4-D

Bar

084 Dig for artsy tomes
Arguably the city’s best-stocked art 
bookshop, Nadiff A/p/a/r/t also offers a 
selection of prints and a plentiful variety 
of zines.                             Nadiff A/p/a/r/t 4-D

Shopping

085 Soak in historic 
surrounds
This century-old public bathhouse 
received a beautifully executed makeover 
in 2018. Tattoos allowed.          Kairyo-yu 4-D

Leisure 089 Rhapsodise about ramen
A truly great dish is often exceedingly 
simple, as is the case with Ohzeki’s 
additive-free niboshi soba – an honest 
bowl of shoyu ramen packed with the 
flavour of dried baby sardines.

Ohzeki Chuka-Soba Restaurant 4-D

Restaurant

083 Slurp up cosmopolitan pho
Chef Andrew Le blends Vietnamese 
flavours with French 
techniques and 
Hawaiian 
influences at 
the Honolulu-
born The Pig & 
The Lady, which 
opened this 
Shibuya outpost 
late last year. 
                                               The Pig & The Lady 4-D

Restaurant

086 Relish boozy brews
Forget matcha lattes – this little backstreet 
shop serves up punchy tea cocktails such 
as a beni hojicha amaretto and a green tea 
and Kinmiya shochu highbal.                        

Tea Bucks 4-D

Café

SPONSORED VENUE

095 Customise your kicks
Converse’s White Atelier carries the 
iconic sneaker brand’s seasonal 
items and lets you deck out a pair 
of all-white, limited-edition All Stars 
with designs and patterns created 
by popular artists. The in-store 
workshops are led by an international 
cast of creatives.

White Atelier By Converse 2-C

Shopping

SPONSORED VENUE

073 Dance through 
the night
Want to party in style? Book one 
of the ‘VVIP’ tables overlooking the 
main floor of mighty megaclub Womb, 
which had a full-scale overhaul in 
2016, adding even-better sound 
systems, LED screens, and more. It’s 
the ultimate way to claim the Shibuya 
night all for yourself.               Womb 3-A

Music

079 Expand your record 
collection
This atmospheric record store carries both 
new and secondhand vinyl and focuses on 
genres such as house and disco.                      

Lighthouse Records 3-B

Shopping

068 Warm up your insides
Oden – tofu, fish cakes and more, 
simmered in dashi broth – is the ultimate 
cold-weather comfort food, and Hide’s 
version is a local culinary treasure.                        

Oden Kappo Hide 4-A

Restaurant

076 Dive into a delicious cave
A comfy local hideout, the basement-like 
Sta. invites you to nibble on healthy eats 
and sip quality cocktails by the counter.                                    

Sta. 3-A

Restaurant

075 Source the latest travel 
tips over a drink
Pick up maps and insider tips while sipping 
on artisanal coffee or a cocktail at this 
tourist-friendly café-bar.                    Shot 3-B

Café

074 Order a T-shirt with your 
cocktail
Shibuya nightlife impresario Ryuzo’s latest 
hybrid venture is a laidback coffee shop 
during the day and a bar at night, but the 
joint’s quirky merch can be purchased 
whatever the hour.    

Bloody Angle Dougen Tong 3-B

Bar

072 Jam along at a casual 
music bar
Expect a smooth sound experience and a 
wide range of genres.    Record Bar Analog 3-A

Bar

071 Sway to smooth tunes
Local up-and-comers spin everything from 
disco to ambient while you sip on vintage 
domestic whisky and natural wine at what 
must be one of Tokyo’s comfiest DJ bars.  

Mitsuki 4-A

Music

070 Rock out with the 
in crowd
This small basement bar collects hipsters 
and music aficionados in equal measure.                            

Beatcafe 3-A

Music

078 Start the night at 
Mikkeller
The comfy Shibuya outpost of Denmark’s 
world-conquering craft brewery.                          

Mikkeller Tokyo 3-A

Bar

077 Learn how to drink in 
good company
Not your average hostess bar, Yawaragi 
offers a friendly introduction to Japanese 
‘snack’ culture – at very reasonable 
prices to boot.                  Snack Yawaragi 3-A

Bar
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040 Take a breather in the 
backstreets
A casual tea room and a gallery/event 
space on the inside, food trucks hawking 
curry and bánh mì outside by a dainty lawn 
– Jinnan House feels like a hip oasis in the 
concrete jungle.                  Jinnan House 2-B

Restaurant

SPONSORED VENUE

041 Score some pop-
cultural street attire
Converse’s newest apparel line 
debuted in 2019 and has made a 
splash with its casualwear and items 
featuring familiar anime characters. 
Keep an eye out for the Shibuya 
specials, too. Opening in late 2020. 

Converse Stars 3-B

Shopping

002 Treat your ears 
(and your wallet)
Audio aficionados will appreciate the 
top-grade sound system, while laymen will 
relish the reasonably priced drinks at this 
shiny DJ bar.                       DJ Bar Bridge 3-B

Music

001 Brave 
the scramble

Sightseeing 011 While away 
the hours in an
urban forest

Leisure

063 See another 
side of Shibuya

Sightseeing

031 Run around in 
a rooftop park

Leisure

053 Shoot the 
Scramble from above

Sightseeing 080 Listen to 
the Liquid

Music

021 Shop your 
way through
a reborn icon

Shopping

042 Get artsy
Art

SPONSORED VENUE

059 Rock the latest 
Tokyo trends
Converse Tokyo, sneaker champions 
Converse’s high-end fashion line, 
features capsule collections designed 
by leading local creatives that 
incorporate cutting-edge Japanese 
craftsmanship. This is where to get 
your made-in-Japan sneakers and on-
trend apparel.              Converse Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

018 Give the gift of socks
Stylish, comfy and durable, the made-in-
Japan legwear by designer Aya Agaoka 
makes for the ideal present, so be sure 
to ask for gift wrapping. Check their 
Instagram for detailed opening hours.

Ayamé Socks 1-A

Shopping

030 Further your curry 
education
Tokyo’s curry 
fiends 
have long 
spoken 
highly of 
Kenick, 
a small-
scale, formerly 
pop-up purveyor of 
simply heavenly pork keema curry, which 
finally opened a permanent location in 
March this year.

Kenick Curry 3-B

Restaurant

056 Sip seasonal cocktails
Award-winning 
bartender Shinobu 
Ishigaki 
makes use 
of an array of 
fresh fruit and 
vegetables for 
his mixtures.  

Bar Ishinohana 4-C

Bar

069 Sign up for 
secret stew
You’ll need a booking to taste Sonotori’s 
famous oden stew at night, but it’s worth 
the effort – trust us.

Sonotori / Kantan na Yume 3-A

Restaurant

004 Seek out a 
banana boost
Stop by Nonbei Yokocho 
(‘Drunkard’s Alley’) in 
daytime for a cup of 
customisable 
sugar-free 
banana juice, 
courtesy of this 
quirky pop-up 
dealer that 
offers toppings 
such as açaí and 
protein powder.

Banana Woman 3-B

Takeaway

090 Explore 
a new landmark

Shopping
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transformation meant the end 
of the much-loved wooden 
station building, but brought 
us this 10-storey multi-use 
complex instead. Don’t miss 
the views of Meiji Jingu from 
the eighth-floor restaurant.     

With Harajuku 1-C
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The Shibuya icon ranks among the busiest pedestrian crossings on Earth.                                                                                                        
Scramble Crossing 3-B

005 Wait longingly 
for someone
Faithful mutt Hachiko’s likeness remains 
one of Shibuya’s most popular meeting 
spots.                                  Hachiko Square 3-B

Sightseeing

007 Wolf down a fruit parfait
Established in 1936, Nishimura serves 
up delectable seasonal parfaits on the 
second floor.           Nishimura Fruits Parlour 3-B

Café

003 Stop and stare
Lost for decades, Taro Okamoto’s 
30m-long, nuclear-themed mural 
was recovered and in 2008 moved 
to a new home: the concourse inside 
Shibuya Station.      ‘The Myth of Tomorrow’ 3-B

Art

006 Calm down over coffee
When tiredness strikes after a long 
day of sightseeing, head for this airy 
and spacious café above the Scramble 
Crossing.                                Estacion Café 3-B

Café

009 Booze your way 
around a famous alley
‘Drunkard’s Alley’ is lined with some 
of the tiniest bars in Tokyo.

Nonbei Yokocho 3-B

Bar

008 Opt for an old-school 
cuppa
Take a break from Shibuya’s 21st-century 
bustle at this time-warp of a café, which 
serves siphon coffee and retro eats like 
oysters on toast.                                 Top 3-B

Café

010 Climb an artsy staircase
Magnet is more than just a great Scramble 
Crossing viewpoint: its eight-storey 
stairwell and rooftop space are dotted with 
artworks courtesy of notable names both 
Japanese and foreign.

Magnet by Shibuya 109 3-B

Art

One of Tokyo’s greatest green spaces also hosts many of the capital’s larger festivals.                                                                                                        
Yoyogi Park 1-B

019 Hang out, Oslo style
This Norwegian favourite serves top-notch 
coffee by day and classy cocktails at night. 

Fuglen 1-A

Café

015 Appreciate eclectic film
Indie cinema Uplink shows a fascinating 
mix of movies.                                  Uplink 2-A

Entertainment

016 Eat up or else
The teishoku set meals are the draw at 
this no-frills seafood eatery. Seconds of 
rice are free, but not finishing your meal 
may lead to a fine.                        Uoriki 2-A

Restaurant

017 Get your fromage fix
Housemade mozzarella and ricotta occupy 
pride of place at this cheesy eatery, which 
also does a nice line in sandwiches. 

Shibuya Cheese Stand 2-A

Restaurant

012 Unwind at 
a dapper café
From the tiled roof to the chic brewing 
equipment, Beasty goes the extra mile 
to make sure your coffee break is a 
stylish one. Free wi-fi and electrical 
outlets available.                   Beasty Coffee 2-A

Café

020 Dress like the 
fashionistas of old
A small but spunky vintage dealer, Milli is 
run by a former fashion PR pro and does 
a tightly curated line of womenswear 
procured mainly from the US of A.  

Milli Vintage 1-A

Shopping

022 Peruse a few novelty 
knickknacks
When people say Tokyu Hands sells 
everything, they’re exaggerating – but only 
a little.                      Tokyu Hands Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

023 Catch up with the times
More than just a hotel, Koe also houses a 
restaurant, lounge and shop stocking the 
latest in Tokyo-born fashion and lifestyle 
essentials.                      Hotel Koe Tokyo 2-B

Accommodation

025 Eat modern French 
masterpieces
Bistro Rojiura is wonderfully casual – 
especially considering it’s been listed in 
the Michelin Guide for six years straight.

Bistro Rojiura 2-B

Restaurant

027 Go on a vintage hunt
It’s lucky the name is stencilled over the 
entrance; otherwise you might mistake this 
vintage store for a private apartment.                   

Boy 3-B

Shopping

026 Attend a cinematic 
concert
The tiered floor is a dead giveaway: 
gig spot WWW used to be an arthouse 
cinema.                                       WWW 3-B

Music

028 Find beauty in 
simplicity
World-famous ‘no-brand’ brand Muji’s 
Shibuya outpost stocks everything from 
home accessories to food and clothing; 
check out the in-store café too.       Muji 3-B

Shopping

024 Lounge under the 
open sky
An oasis of street eats, punchy drinks 
and city views, this rooftop cluster of 
eateries is the brainchild of the capable 
folks behind Omotesando’s much-loved 
pop-up repository of the same name.

Commune 3-B

Restaurant

014 Browse books until 
midnight
The staff at this ultra-hip, open-late 
bookshop are more interested in 
encouraging new discoveries than hawking 
the latest bestseller.

Shibuya Publishing & Booksellers 2-A

Shopping

013 Partake in the delights 
of pottery
Tableware brand Marumitsu Poterie’s café 
serves up treats on uber-cute plates.

Meals 1-A

Restaurant

An immense presence on the Shibuya culture scene since the ’70s, fashion megastore 
Parco recently reopened in new and much-improved form.                                Shibuya Parco 3-B

029 Make friends with Mario
Japan’s first official Nintendo store entices 
with Mario and Zelda merchandise and 
free-to-play consoles loaded with the 
iconic game-maker’s latest releases. 
The collaborative ‘Super Mario meets 
Pokémon’ goodies are also worth a look.                  

Nintendo Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

A scruffy inner-city hangout turned urban oasis, Miyashita Park now occupies the rooftop of 
a three-storey, 330m-long shopping centre. The familiar skatepark and climbing wall have 
both been upgraded, too. Note: opening date TBC.                                      Miyashita Park 2-B

032 Stock up on sounds
Shibuya’s Tower Records is the world’s 
largest music store, carrying releases from 
practically every genre out there.              

Tower Records Shibuya 3-B

Shopping

033 Savour exquisite cocktails
An entrant on the 2019 World’s 50 Best 
Bars list, this two-storey watering hole 
specialises in blending the cocktail styles 
of Japan, New York and the Caribbean.                               

The SG Club 2-B

Bar

034 Skate or die
This streetwear boutique brings a whiff of 
West Coast skater culture to Harajuku.                            

FTC Tokyo 2-C

Shopping

035 Build up your street cred
LA sneaker shop Undefeated invites you to 
browse through two floors of streetwear, 
including a selection of rare finds and 
brand collabs.            Undefeated Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

036 Enter a fashion fantasy
A treasure trove for fans of designer 
brands such as Comme des Garçons, 
Archive Store displays its wares as 
if in a museum.                   Archive Store 2-B

Shopping

037 Acquaint yourself with 
lesser-known brands
Specialising in menswear, Time is on does 
a great job of highlighting minor non-
Japanese brands.                   Time is on 2-B

Shopping

038 Upgrade your wardrobe
Need a unique outfit? The American-tinged 
selection at this vintage shop is both 
expertly curated and bound to inspire.

Oz Vintage 2-C

Shopping

039 Save the world in style
Sustainable fashion is winning inroads in 
Tokyo, as evidenced by the popularity of 
this upcycling, eco-friendly, Spanish-born 
boutique.                              Ecoalf Shibuya 2-C

Shopping

Named for the ramp circling the open space inside, Spiral houses an excellent gallery, plus a 
café, restaurant, gift shop and multipurpose hall.                                                   Spiral 2-D

043 Munch on vegan curry
Offering a daily special and nothing 
else, Have More Curry is a saving grace 
when you’re craving gluten-free, vegan 
goodness.                      Have More Curry 2-D

Restaurant

044 Procure cutting-edge 
clothing
An essential destination for in-the-
know fashionistas, this shop boasts an 
unfailingly forward-looking selection, 
showcasing high-concept clothing by up-
and-coming Japanese designers. 

House @ Mikiri Hassin 2-C

Shopping

045 Wake up for a hearty 
breakfast
Open from 8am daily, Crisscross serves 
up french toast, pancakes, housemade 
granola and free coffee refills.   

Crisscross 2-D

Café

046 Spice up your late-night 
adventures
Tama stays open until 3am and attracts 
tired drinkers with a wholesome menu of 
spicy Okinawan-Chinese delicacies. And 
yes, there’s booze too.

Ryukyu Chinese Tama 3-D

Restaurant

047 Drink coffee in a mansion
A pleasantly quiet old-school coffee shop, 
Tsuta specialises in Brazilian Santos 
No. 2 beans.                        Tsuta Coffee 3-D

Café

048 Immerse yourself in 
cutting-edge Tokyo culture
All about highlighting up-and-coming 
artists, Rocket is known for the diversity 
of its events, which range from edgy 
exhibitions to fashion pop-ups.     

Omotesando Rocket 1-D

Art

050 Dine out Aoyama style
The spacious outdoor terrace is a major 
draw at this fifth-floor bar and restaurant, 
which does great steaks and seafood and 
boasts a seriously impressive wine list. 

Two Rooms 2-D

Bar

052 Wear a wild piece of art
Ever innovative, Offshore Tokyo is a worthy 
destination especially for friends of edgy 
clothing and offbeat pop-ups.                          

Offshore Tokyo 1-D

Shopping

051 Choose an artsy 
cup of coffee
lndie roasters from all over Japan compete 
to have their beans featured at The Local, 
where you can also shop for stylish merch 
designed by a diverse bunch of creatives.  

The Local Coffee Stand 3-C

Café

049 Commit to thoughtful 
gift-giving
Veteran stylist Mana Kawai’s hyper-curated 
gift shop is the ideal place for picking out 
the perfect souvenir.                              

Gift Concierge Futo Minami-Aoyama 3-D

Shopping

This colossal tower is the tallest structure in Shibuya and has a rooftop observation deck 
that offers an unbeatable view of the Scramble Crossing.              Shibuya Scramble Square 3-B

061 Swing to the indie beat
Eclectic underground haven Zubar is a 
favourite of many local musicians and DJs.                                       

Zubar 4-B

Music

062 Read between the wines
Flick through the archival art books while 
enjoying a glass of wine at the four-seat 
bar space in this artsy bookstore.                         

Flying Books 4-B

Shopping

055 Visit the site where 
Shibuya got its name
Konno Hachimangu was once the site of 
the household believed to give the area its 
name: the Shibuya family.                

Konno Hachimangu Shrine 4-C

Sightseeing

057 Appreciate a culinary 
cornerstone
Dried and smoked skipjack tuna flakes 
(katsuobushi) is an essential ingredient of 
Japanese cuisine – a fact you’ll taste at 
this singular eatery.          Katsuo Shokudo 4-C

Restaurant

060 Peer into the future... 
of art
This alternative art space is making waves 
with its certifiably quirky displays. 

Nanzuka 3-C

Art

058 Enthuse over paella
This Barcelona-born seafood joint’s flavour-
packed paellas are best paired with a 
glass of cava.                 Xiringuito Escribà 4-C

Restaurant

054 Munch on Michelin-grade 
pastries
The mouthwatering baked treats at this 
underground shop are the result of a 
fruitful collab with Michelin-starred chef 
Shinsuke Ishii.                                   Puffz 3-C

Takeaway

The once seedy Hyakkendana has morphed into a fascinating mix of old-style and new and 
trendy bars, shops and eateries.                                                      Shibuya Hyakkendana 3-B

064 Sip your way back in time
A bar on the ground floor and an udon 
noodle joint upstairs, this bipolar watering 
hole feels like a throwback to Tokyo’s good 
old days.                       Nagasaki/Mansai 3-B

Bar

065 Warm up with heavenly 
chicken soup
You’d never guess, but some of the best 
mizutaki (chicken hot pot) in Tokyo is 
served here, right in between two ‘love 
hotels’.                           Mizutaki Hatano 3-A

Restaurant

066 Turn up 
the volume
A music café that also hosts the 
occasional gig, B.Y.G. is a local institution 
where the soundtrack consists of classic 
rock and very little else.                   B.Y.G 3-B

Bar

067 Party hardy
Among the highest-rated clubs in 
town, Contact caters to the city’s more 
discerning friends of electronic tunes.            

Contact 3-B

Music

091 Score a sweet souvenir
On the hunt for a sweet gift? Try the 
natural caramel from Number Sugar, made 
without any artificial colouring.                         

Number Sugar 1-C

Shopping

092 Spot a strange toilet
Fashion hub Laforet deserves a visit 
simply for its third-floor toilets, which were 
redesigned by artist Ran Tondabayashi 
in 2019.                         Laforet Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

097 Enjoy refined French 
flavours
Haute cuisine wizard Yuki Noda relies 
heavily on Japanese ingredients for 
his modern French dishes, and his 
five-course dinners are priced at 
a reasonable ¥5,200.           Kiki Harajuku 1-C

Restaurant

094 Dig into an indulgent 

dessert
This parfait shop’s decadent servings of 
fresh fruit and soft serve ice cream once 
sparked a nationwide craze.           

Initial Omotesando 2-C

Café

096 Try macrobiotic fare
Hanada Rosso focuses on brown rice and 
vegetables, conjuring up bespoke portions 
free of refined sugar and additives.                          

Hanada Rosso 1-C

Restaurant

093 Traverse a beauty bazaar
There aren’t many places on the planet 
with makeup and fragrance selections 
as plentiful as those of this cosmetics 
superstore.                       @Cosme Tokyo 1-C

Shopping

100 Hunt for thrifty yet 
stylish fashion
Fashionistas in search of unusual styles 
won’t be disappointed by this secondhand 
shop run by designer Yasuko Furuta’s Toga 
brand, where the focus is on European 
clothes, shoes and accessories.

Toga XTC Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

098 Fill your wardrobe with 
unique pieces 
Dealing mainly in domestic brands such 
as Mina Perhonen and Sina Suien, this 
boutique aims to promote ‘ethical and 
beautiful’ lifestyles.           Lamp Harajuku 1-C

Shopping

099 Ponder the cosmos 
through a flour ring
On the hunt for an Instagram-friendly 
dessert? Dumbo’s epic Galaxy doughnuts 
fit the bill.   
Dumbo Doughnuts and Coffee @Galaxy Harajuku 1-C

Café

One of Tokyo’s top gig spots, Liquidroom houses our very own Time Out Café & Diner upstairs.                                   
Liquidroom 4-D

101 Add some jazz to your life
Over 800 different albums await jazz 
aficionados at this singularly focused 
record café, tucked away in an ivy-covered 
abode where you can sip coffee or tea 
while taking in the tunes.          Jazz Union 1-C

Café

081 Pick out a fashionable 
bento
Plastic food samples dangle from clothes 
hangers all around as you dig into your 
boxed lunch.                Tokyo Bento Stand 4-D

Restaurant

082 Greet the resident kitty
Sexy cat-shopkeeper Robin’s joint 
specialises in domestic craft beer and 
delicious ‘omu-curry’ (a mashup of 
Japanese curry and omelette over rice).

Tokyo Robin 4-D

Restaurant

087 Discover the next 
big thing
Gallery, bar, publishing house – Daitokai 
plays many roles, but is all about 
providing a space for up-and-coming 
creatives to display their work.   

Daitokai 4-D

Bar

088 Drink yourself better
Journey into the wonderful world of 
Southeast Asian cuisine and herbal booze 
at Igao, which also hosts DJ parties and 
art exhibitions.                                   Igao 4-D

Bar

084 Dig for artsy tomes
Arguably the city’s best-stocked art 
bookshop, Nadiff A/p/a/r/t also offers a 
selection of prints and a plentiful variety 
of zines.                             Nadiff A/p/a/r/t 4-D

Shopping

085 Soak in historic 
surrounds
This century-old public bathhouse 
received a beautifully executed makeover 
in 2018. Tattoos allowed.          Kairyo-yu 4-D

Leisure089 Rhapsodise about ramen
A truly great dish is often exceedingly 
simple, as is the case with Ohzeki’s 
additive-free niboshi soba – an honest 
bowl of shoyu ramen packed with the 
flavour of dried baby sardines.

Ohzeki Chuka-Soba Restaurant 4-D

Restaurant

083 Slurp up cosmopolitan pho
Chef Andrew Le blends Vietnamese 
flavours with French 
techniques and 
Hawaiian 
influences at 
the Honolulu-
born The Pig & 
The Lady, which 
opened this 
Shibuya outpost 
late last year. 
                                               The Pig & The Lady 4-D

Restaurant

086 Relish boozy brews
Forget matcha lattes – this little backstreet 
shop serves up punchy tea cocktails such 
as a beni hojicha amaretto and a green tea 
and Kinmiya shochu highbal.                        

Tea Bucks 4-D

Café

SPONSORED VENUE

095 Customise your kicks
Converse’s White Atelier carries the 
iconic sneaker brand’s seasonal 
items and lets you deck out a pair 
of all-white, limited-edition All Stars 
with designs and patterns created 
by popular artists. The in-store 
workshops are led by an international 
cast of creatives.

White Atelier By Converse 2-C

Shopping

SPONSORED VENUE

073 Dance through 
the night
Want to party in style? Book one 
of the ‘VVIP’ tables overlooking the 
main floor of mighty megaclub Womb, 
which had a full-scale overhaul in 
2016, adding even-better sound 
systems, LED screens, and more. It’s 
the ultimate way to claim the Shibuya 
night all for yourself.               Womb 3-A

Music

079 Expand your record 
collection
This atmospheric record store carries both 
new and secondhand vinyl and focuses on 
genres such as house and disco.                      

Lighthouse Records 3-B

Shopping

068 Warm up your insides
Oden – tofu, fish cakes and more, 
simmered in dashi broth – is the ultimate 
cold-weather comfort food, and Hide’s 
version is a local culinary treasure.                        

Oden Kappo Hide 4-A

Restaurant

076 Dive into a delicious cave
A comfy local hideout, the basement-like 
Sta. invites you to nibble on healthy eats 
and sip quality cocktails by the counter.                                    

Sta. 3-A

Restaurant

075 Source the latest travel 
tips over a drink
Pick up maps and insider tips while sipping 
on artisanal coffee or a cocktail at this 
tourist-friendly café-bar.                    Shot 3-B

Café

074 Order a T-shirt with your 
cocktail
Shibuya nightlife impresario Ryuzo’s latest 
hybrid venture is a laidback coffee shop 
during the day and a bar at night, but the 
joint’s quirky merch can be purchased 
whatever the hour.    

Bloody Angle Dougen Tong 3-B

Bar

072 Jam along at a casual 
music bar
Expect a smooth sound experience and a 
wide range of genres.    Record Bar Analog 3-A

Bar

071 Sway to smooth tunes
Local up-and-comers spin everything from 
disco to ambient while you sip on vintage 
domestic whisky and natural wine at what 
must be one of Tokyo’s comfiest DJ bars.  

Mitsuki 4-A

Music

070 Rock out with the 
in crowd
This small basement bar collects hipsters 
and music aficionados in equal measure.                            

Beatcafe 3-A

Music

078 Start the night at 
Mikkeller
The comfy Shibuya outpost of Denmark’s 
world-conquering craft brewery.                          

Mikkeller Tokyo 3-A

Bar

077 Learn how to drink in 
good company
Not your average hostess bar, Yawaragi 
offers a friendly introduction to Japanese 
‘snack’ culture – at very reasonable 
prices to boot.                  Snack Yawaragi 3-A

Bar

©
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040 Take a breather in the 
backstreets
A casual tea room and a gallery/event 
space on the inside, food trucks hawking 
curry and bánh mì outside by a dainty lawn 
– Jinnan House feels like a hip oasis in the 
concrete jungle.                  Jinnan House 2-B

Restaurant

SPONSORED VENUE

041 Score some pop-
cultural street attire
Converse’s newest apparel line 
debuted in 2019 and has made a 
splash with its casualwear and items 
featuring familiar anime characters. 
Keep an eye out for the Shibuya 
specials, too. Opening in late 2020. 

Converse Stars 3-B

Shopping

002 Treat your ears 
(and your wallet)
Audio aficionados will appreciate the 
top-grade sound system, while laymen will 
relish the reasonably priced drinks at this 
shiny DJ bar.                       DJ Bar Bridge 3-B

Music

001 Brave 
the scramble

Sightseeing011 While away 
the hours in an
urban forest

Leisure

063 See another 
side of Shibuya

Sightseeing

031 Run around in 
a rooftop park

Leisure

053 Shoot the 
Scramble from above

Sightseeing

080 Listen to 
the Liquid

Music

021 Shop your 
way through
a reborn icon

Shopping

042 Get artsy
Art

SPONSORED VENUE

059 Rock the latest 
Tokyo trends
Converse Tokyo, sneaker champions 
Converse’s high-end fashion line, 
features capsule collections designed 
by leading local creatives that 
incorporate cutting-edge Japanese 
craftsmanship. This is where to get 
your made-in-Japan sneakers and on-
trend apparel.              Converse Tokyo 3-B

Shopping

018 Give the gift of socks
Stylish, comfy and durable, the made-in-
Japan legwear by designer Aya Agaoka 
makes for the ideal present, so be sure 
to ask for gift wrapping. Check their 
Instagram for detailed opening hours.

Ayamé Socks 1-A

Shopping

030 Further your curry 
education
Tokyo’s curry 
fiends 
have long 
spoken 
highly of 
Kenick, 
a small-
scale, formerly 
pop-up purveyor of 
simply heavenly pork keema curry, which 
finally opened a permanent location in 
March this year.

Kenick Curry 3-B

Restaurant

056 Sip seasonal cocktails
Award-winning 
bartender Shinobu 
Ishigaki 
makes use 
of an array of 
fresh fruit and 
vegetables for 
his mixtures.  

Bar Ishinohana 4-C

Bar

069 Sign up for 
secret stew
You’ll need a booking to taste Sonotori’s 
famous oden stew at night, but it’s worth 
the effort – trust us.

Sonotori / Kantan na Yume 3-A

Restaurant

004 Seek out a 
banana boost
Stop by Nonbei Yokocho 
(‘Drunkard’s Alley’) in 
daytime for a cup of 
customisable 
sugar-free 
banana juice, 
courtesy of this 
quirky pop-up 
dealer that 
offers toppings 
such as açaí and 
protein powder.

Banana Woman 3-B

Takeaway

090 Explore 
a new landmark

Shopping

©
2019,Takenaka Corporation Harajuku Station’s recent 

transformation meant the end 
of the much-loved wooden 
station building, but brought 
us this 10-storey multi-use 
complex instead. Don’t miss 
the views of Meiji Jingu from 
the eighth-floor restaurant.     

With Harajuku 1-C
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